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The is a Comment on the The is a Comment on the U.S. Citizenship and Immigration ServicesU.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
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CommentComment

if these people are kept here for a while to testify in a case, they shouldif these people are kept here for a while to testify in a case, they should
be deported after that. i see no reason at all for anybody involved inbe deported after that. i see no reason at all for anybody involved in
these criminal schemes to be allowed to stay in america. far too manythese criminal schemes to be allowed to stay in america. far too many
of those who claim they were forced to partcipate in fact were willingof those who claim they were forced to partcipate in fact were willing
participants to participate in the3 criminal schemes. we dont want anyparticipants to participate in the3 criminal schemes. we dont want any
partof them staying here. deport them at close of case, no matter whatpartof them staying here. deport them at close of case, no matter what
the circumstances. they are affiliated with criminal acitvitieis. that isthe circumstances. they are affiliated with criminal acitvitieis. that is
enough to not want them to be here. we have enough crime here. weenough to not want them to be here. we have enough crime here. we
dont need to import any more from foreignlands.dont need to import any more from foreignlands.
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